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INTRODUCTION

NunerloAl control of machine tools Is simply the control of lutchine

tools by- numbers. It Is essentlAlly an efficient means of reading blue-

prints and translating the data into a series of machine positions. Numerical

control is often described as a fom of flexible autostation. For the first

tiiae, true three dimensional metallic mathsnatloal shapes can be obtained

by applying ntBaerioal control. The concept has also been employed in

petroleum az>d chemical processing, preparation of food, and for non metal-

r«Boral operations like panel wiring, type setting and telephone oaU

routing (20). Numerical control is likely to be used in many iteeui of

equipBient now controlled by »n operator.

Though there are wide differences among the various numerical control

qrst«Bs, th^ all haye the same basic elements. The parts prograoner first

fills out the programming process sheet with the specifications from the

engineering drawing. These nuaerloal data are punched on a tape and fed

into the ^stan. The tape is thtti read by a translating \init and the data

converted to a suitable electrical form that the machine tool can use. The

data a:re stored in a wmory qrstem until th^ are req^lr•d• The data are

converted into machine movements b7 servo units. In closed loop systems,

information is fed back from a measuring device to conrpare response with

command so that the machine tool may be stopped or corrected when necessary.

Punched cards can be used instead of punched or magnetic tape.

Nunarical control t^stems can be classified into two types (7)t

1. Pioint>to*point or positioning.

2. Continuous path or contouring.
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In tha slnpler polnt-to»point aystom, the oattlng tool is oontrolled

only vlth respeot to Its final position. It is iissd for operations like

simple boring or drilling that reqtiire positioning in jttst one plane, Ihe

punohed tape is directly pat on the laaohine control unit. In some agrstoos,

the operator merely turns dials to control the machine tool. A oos^ter is

not neoessazy for this type of numerical control.

In the continuous path ^st«i» the entire path of the tool must be

continuously controlled, as in milling or turning. This type of numerical

control is used for machining objects like dies* cans and gears. For

continuous path programming, a coogmter is necessary to prepare instructions

for the machine tool control unit. The computer calculates the coordinates

of sufficient points on the desired path to the required accuracy. Even

for simple contours, manual calculation of the path of the tool would

consume a great deal of time. In addition, the synchronisation of the

instructions fixing the coordinates of each point is dene by the eoaqputed

instructions as well as the control unit.

Chimerical control equipsMnt can also be classified ast

1, Twc-axis controls, used for two-dimensional machining.

2. Ihree-and^more-axis controls, used for three<«dimen8ional machining.

The information conveyed by the tape is converted into either analog

or digital signals which transmit the information (?)• An analog signal

is continuous and analogous to the variable it controls. An analog quantity

is always an approximation. A digital signal consists of discrete pulses.

Digital ^ystans are costlier and more o(»aplicated than analog systems*

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology doaonstrated for the first

time, in 1952, a three<-axis, manually programmed, numerically oontrolled

machine tool (3)* In 195^, MIT used a computer and successfully applied the



technique of autoniatlo progreaming. This protoVP* torma the b*si8 of nangr

present day numerical control prograinming aiysteas. The APT (Autonatio

Programing of ICols) program, deTeloped by the Aircraft Industries

Association, was commercially available in 1959. Some of the automatic

programming systems in use today are AUTOPROMT (Automatic Programming of

Hachine Tools). AUTOSPOT (AutomaUc System for PosiUoning Tools), ADTOPROPS

(Automatic Prograioning for Positioning Systwis), AUTOMAP (Autonatie

Machining Program), SPLIT (Sundstrand Processing Language Internally

Translated), and SNAP (Simplified Numerical Automatic Programmer). Today,

more than two thousand numerically controlled machine tools are in operation*

The important advantages of numerical control are:

1. Numerical control brings about considerable savings in setup,

machine, lead, inspection and finishing times.

Z, The increased accuracy results in igq>roved quality.

3. Numerical control requires less tooling and cost of tooling is

decreased. Tool storage space will be smaller.

^. vath numerical control, repeatability is accurate.

5. Numerical control results in less inventory and less floor space

to stock it.

6. Scrap is virtually eliminated.

7. Human mistakes are avoided since machining operations are fully

automatic.

8. There is an increase in auichine tool utilization.

9. Process preparation can be done away frcm the manufacturing area.

10. The machine tool, not the operator, sets the production pace.



11. fiuBi«rloal control Instraotions do not d«t«rlorat« with uso, o&n b«

easily laodified, are oonvenienUy stored, and can be shipped an;yvhere with

speed and eoonorgy.

12. Numez^loal control has -trersatllity In production setup. It has the

advantages of autoaation, without the disadvantages of its mass production

inflexlbllltgr.

13* With the aid of numerical control, new business opportunities can

be found in previously uneoonoolcal work,

Numerioal control is by no means a "cure-all" for manufacturing problems.

Fixed program automatic machines are better suited for mass production. For

some operations, conventional machining may be more economioal than numerical

control. Highly skilled personnel may be necessary for the maintenance of

numerical control equipotent. There is a probabiUV of serious problems

being caused by tool breakage.

OBJECTIVE

In a little more than a decade, numerical control has made startling

advances and has found wide application in industzy. It has become almost

essential for manufacturing engineers to have a working knowledge of numerical

control. Not much effort has been made to adapt this important development to

the engineering currlculums of universities. The purpose of this project was

to build a nomerloally controlled data plotter for instructional purposes.

This equipment is intended for olassroim demonstration and so, from the

industrial point of view, is not very efficient.



BASIC DESIGN

Ih« igrstam oonoept for this nua«u>ic*lly oontroUed data plotter Is

shown In Fig. 1 . First, ths tape is prtparsd with ths aid of a Fridsn

Flsxiowriter. The tape advanoe feeds the tape to the tape reader. The

instruotion frame determines the axis selected or a stop code and also the

direotion on the selected axis. %e instruotion oirctiitry transmits this

information to the digiaotor drivers and initiates tape advance. Ihe

second tape fraae determines the distance to be moved in terms of number

of pulses. The dimension is set in the dimension counter with the toggle

gate off. The toggle gate subsequently is turned on and the master olook

enters the counter. The counter employs a backward count logic. The

digimotors convert pulses into linear motion. The eiui point is reached

when all counter stages are sez^>. This sero oondition stops movaaent and

counting* turns off the master clock, activates the "reset" circuitry, which

resets the tape reader gates and instruotion oirouits, and initiates tape

advanoe and a new cycle.

The basic numerical control system used here was designed at the

Southern iMethodist University, Dallas, Texas, under a National Science

Foundation Orant (25)* The equipaent was designed to control a thx^ee-axis

machine tool table for demonstration purposes. That design has been

modified here to control a two<.axis data plotter, the third axis being

used to control the aowsent of a pen.

Four typee of printed circuit boards are used in the construction of

the electronic circuitry. In all, seventeen printed circuit boards have

been used. Transistors and diodes are extensively used, as in the original

design, for two reasons

t
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1. Low voltages are required with a reduction of shook hazard*

2. New equipment in industry is likely to be of this design.

Both synchronous and as^ohronous oirouits are used in the equipment. The

synchronous circuits are synchronized l^ a master clock.

Dual regulated power supplies are employed to obtain the aain power

supply for the equipment. The main power supply and the circuitry for the

special voltages are built on a single chassis. Standard transfomers and

ohokss are used*

Ihe three digimotor drivers* one for each axis* are built on another

chassis. Ihe digimotor drivers employ the special voltages mentioned above.

Two screws at right angles to each other provide motion in the two

axes* A solenoid actuates the pen. Each screw rod is 1/2 inch in diameter*

has ^ square threads per inch for a length of 18 inches, and is driven by a

digimotor. The second digimotor is mounted on a collar riding on th9 first

aorew rod. The solenoid is mo\mted on a collar riding on the second screw

rpd* ^lotion is transmitted to the collars from the screw rods by means of

set screws. The Ledex digimotors used are size 3* bi-directional* 28 volts

D.C. ncmLnal, with 12 positions per revolution. These digimotors have been

found to be fairly reliable at a speed of 15 steps per second. The incroiient

of motion is 1/48 inch. The data plotter is designed for intermittent use.

Simultaneous motion by two axes has not been provided. As mentioned earlier*

the data plotter is not very accuratet Cost was a limiting factor.



PRINTSD CIRCUIT BOARDS

IVeparatlon of Stohsd Ciroult Boards

The boards are made with Kepro photosensitive oopper olads. Eaoh of

these oopper olad phenolic sheets has a li^t sensitive material coated on

It* When a sheet is exposed to light through a properly prepared negative,

the translusoent areas adnitting light to the plate o&use the coating on the

plate to beooflM insoluble in a developer. This "resist" forms a proteotivs

barrier against the etching solution*

The process of preparing an etched circuit board consisted of the

follotdjig five stages t

JiiydM & BhotographfjLc Nepative . A full size photographic negative was

made fron a drawing of the oirotiit board layout.

fiJUfftfuniif the P^te . Only sand-dark conditions were used in exposing

since the plate sensitizdjng material was responsive to ultra-violet radiation.

The negative was sandwiched between the oopper side of the plate and a glass

sheet, and the asswjbly was nade secure by sliding the provided clips ever

the end& of the assombly. Care had to be taken to clean the negative and

the glass sheet. The plate was exposed for 6 minutes, 10 inohes from a

No. 2 photoflood lamp.

Developing th|e Exposed Plate . The e^qiosed plate was placed face up in

a glass tray. The developer was gently poured into the tray. The tray was

covered with a lid and rocked gently for one minute. The plate was then

ro&oved and dried for 30 seconds without shaking or blowing.



Etohing . The dr7 plat« wis then plaoed faos up In another glass tray.

The etohing solution v&s potired Into the tray. The tray was oovered with

a lid and rooked gently until all undeslred oopper was reaioved. Ibis took

about 30 minutes. When etohing was ooaaplete, the plate was renoved and

rinsed In running water for 5 minutes*

R*M>vlng Resist. Ihe plate was dried and sooured with a oleanlng pad

before meohanloal prooessing*

The plate was then drilled and out to ^diape.

Details of Clroultry

As stated earlier, four types of printed olroult boards are used In

this equlpoimit. Th«y ares

1« Flip flop board.

2. Common oolleotor board.

3« C(»iBaon oodtter boazxL

^# IndLoator board*

The details of the seventeen boards are ^own In Table 1 . The type of

board Is Indloatad l^ the number given above*
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Table 1 . Details of the printed circuit boards.

Board Typtt of
No. board Cireuitry

1 60 cycle and variable frequent^ pulse generators,

and 1 type B flip flop.

2 k type A flip flops.

3 Tbggle gate and 1 type B fUp flop*

4 k type A flip flops.

5 Coimter "and" gate, 2 enitter followers, and 1

inverter.

6 Reader dinension circuits.

7 Reader instruction cirouits.

8 Instruction decode drooits* 1 aaitter folloirer,

and 3 inverters.

9 4 type B flip flops.

10 8 emitter followers.

11 k type C fUp flops.

12 8 inverters.

13 ^ type C flip flops.

lif 8 indicator inverters.

15 14 indicators.

16 14 indicators.

17 2 7 input gates.

Three types of flip flops'->tgrp« A, type B and type CU—are used in the

oirouitary. Types A axki B are bistable aoltlvibrators and are illustrated

in Fig. 2. Ihegr differ only by one oapaoltor. The former is used for

counting oirooits and ttie latter for oontroX logio oirouita. They are stable

,1
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in both the positions Q and Q. A sigruO. shifts tho multivibrator froK

position Q to position 5, Another signal is necessary to shift it baok to

position Q«

lype C flip flop is a aonostable multivibrator. It is illustrated in

Fig, 3* It is used for tine dependent logical circuits. It is stable in

position Q only. A signal shifts this multivibrator from position Q to

position Q. After a certain length of time detemdned by the timing

capacitor » it shifts baok to position Q.

For the sake of simplicity* the notation shown in Table 2 has been used

in all the layout and circuit diagrams in this thesis.

Table 2. Notation used in li^iftmt and (drouit diagrams.

Symbol CoDiponent

Resistor

—I I Capacitor
- +—I I Electrolytic capacitor

—

W

Logic diode IN 461

(^ Transistor 2N 1302

(X) transistor 2N 1303

f/f A
,

TV^p, A flip flop

f/f B . . . i^rpe B flip flop

f/f C lyp^ c flip flop

The values of resistors and Capacitors are iwJicated on the diagrams.

The symbol for diode IN 461 is also used for other types of diodes, but

the type is indicated. The same procedure is followed for transistors other

than 2N 1302 and 2N 1303.
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Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of type C flip flop.



In the lajottt diagrams » th« tanaliuls ar« indloatad bgr nuaerals* andt

oapdtal and small letters* Terminals having the same numeral or letter are

wired together In the final assembly. Any voltages applied to the terminals

are indLoated in the diagrams* Wherever it was necessary to isolate a portion

of the wire on the printed oirouit boards for special purposes, the standard

wire has been out* Isolated portions of a oirctiit are connected together bgr

means of Jtxnper wires or solder. After assembling the o<aq)onents on the

boards, they were soldered using the minimum heat necessary. The excess lead

wire was out off with a pair of shears. Qlagonal cutters were not used since

the shook oould have damaged the seals and the Junctions. Ihe layout diagrams

show the componMit side of the boards and not the wire side.

The layout of o<»Q>onents on board 1 is shown in Fig. 4. Ihe variable

frequency pulse gwierator is asserabled on the lower half of the board. Dxis

is one souroe of master clock pulse. It has a steep leading edge to the

pulse. Ihe upper left part of the board layout shows the 60 cycle pulse

generator. This is a square wave master dock pulse souroe. A type B flip

flop is shown in the upper ri^t part of Fig. k. This flip flop is used in

the counter gate drctiitry.

Four l^pe A flip flops are assembled on board 2, as shown in Fig. 5.

The details of canponents are shown for one flip flop only. Boax>d ^ also

has four t^rpe A flip flops on it. Ihe terminals in parentheses in Fig. 5

rtfer to board ^. The four flip flops on board 2 and two of the flip flops

on board k are used for the reverse counter and toggle gates. Ihe raDiainlng

two flip flops on board 4 are used in the clock r&te and mode selection

oircuitiy*
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Figure 6 shows the layout on board 3* l^o typo B flip flop nhcnm In

the lover right part of FLg. 6 is a pax^ of the tape reader gates oirouitry.

The rest of the oosponents on this board form the toggle gate. The distension

is set in the dinension oounter with the toggle gate off. \ilhen the toggle

gate is turned on, the master clock enters the oounter.

The ocHiiponent layout on board 5 is shown in Fig* ?• The oounter "and"

gate is assembled on the top half of the board. When the condition of all

coTintor stages zero is reached, the counter "and" gate is activated. Hie

inverter shown in the bottom left part of the diagram is a part of the

ixustructlon decoding and pulse shaping oirouitry. The two emitter followers

adjacent to the inverter are part of the read oount, toggle on, portion of

the "housekeeping" circuitiy,

Ihe common layout diagram for boards 6 and 7 is shown in Fig. 8. The

terminals in pasrentheses refer to board ?• Board 6 is the dimension board

and board 7 is the Instruotlon board. These two boards are part of the tape

reader gates circuitry,

Ttf layout on board 8 is shown in Fig. 9* llid oomponents on the top

half of the board are part of the instruction decoding and pulse shaping

circuitry. The three inverters and one emitter follower on the bottom h«tlf

of this board, along with the type B flip flop on board 1 , ooisprlse the

ooxmter gate.

Board 9 has four type B flip flops assembled on it, as shown In FLg. 10.

The flip flop on the lower left part of the board is a part of the control

circuits for "On", "Off", "Automatic" machine operation and "Manual" step

wise movement. The other three flip flops on this board, the type B flip
4

flop on board 3t <Lnd boards 6 and 7, form the tape reader gates. Channel 7
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is used for each Instruction and inltiatas the logio sequence on a start

signal. CbanneXs 1, 2 and 3 set (or do net set) three type B flip flops.

These o<»aprlse the instruction register* Tiro denote the a:dL8 selected or

a stop code, and the other deteradnes the direotlon on the selected axis.

I>lgure 11 shows the oon^nent layout on board 10. The four emitter

followers on the bottom half of the board are part of the control circuits

for "On", "Off", "AatoaaUo" juohine operaUon and "Manual" step wise aove-

ment. The emitter follower ahown in the upper right part of Hg. 11 is a

part of the instruction decoding and pulse shaping circuitry. To the ri^t

of this is shown another eaaitter follower used in the portion of the

"housekeeping" circuitry that inhibits the reader, advances the tape and

resets flip flops. The etaitter follower assembled on the top left portion

of the board is a part of the tape reader advance circuitry.

Four type C flip flops are assembled on board 11, as shown in Fig. 12.

The flip flop on the top left portion of the board is a part of the circuitiy

for clock rate and mode selection. This flip flop, two of the type A flip

flops on board ^, and a two pole, five throw switch, form the clock rate

and mode selection circuitry. The output at the point M is the master

olook pulse for the entire aysten. Only one source is required. The type

C flip flop on the top right portion of board 1 1 , the inverter on board 5,

the top half of board 3, and one emitter follower on board 10, form the

matrix for instruotion decoding and pulse shaping which yields an X, Y or

Z axis signal. Point bb is a programmed stop signal. Ihe type C flip flop

on the bottaa right portion of board 1 1 is used in the reset, toggle off,

read instruction, part of the "housekeeping" circuitry. The tgrpe C flip

flop ahown in the bottcm left portion of Jig. 12 is a part of tee control

circuits for "On", "Off", "AutomaUo" maohiae and "Manual" atepifise movement.
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Figura 13 shows the ccmponont layout on board 12, Ihe two inverters

assembled on the left half of the board and the inyerter on the lower

middle part of the board are employed in the portion of the "housekeeping"

oircuitry- that inhibits the reader, advances the tape, and resets flip

flops. The other three inverters on the upper half of this board are part

of the reset, toggle off, read instruction, portion of the "housekeeping"

circuitry, The two inverters shown on the lower right part of Fig, 13 are

part of the control circuits for "On", "Off", "Autoaatio" machine operation

and "Manual" stepwise novonent.

Board 13 has four type C flip flops assenbled on it, as shown in Fig,

1^, The two flip flops on the upper half of the board are used in the

portion of the "housekeeping" circuitry that inhibits the reader, advances

the tape and resets flip flops. The two flip flops on the lower half of the

board are part of the read count, toggle on, portion of the "housekeeping"

circuitry.

Eight indicator inverters are assembled on board l-lf, as shown in Fig,

15* Only five of these inverters are used in the circuitry. The aoanon

layout for ooards 15 and 16 is shown in Fig. 16, £ach of these two boards

has fourteen iiwiicators assembled on it. An indicator light is used wherever

it is necessary to indicate the state of a circuit. Depending on the

polarity of the circuit point, the indicator is connected either directly

or through an inverter to the point to be indicated.

Board 1? has sevwi input gates assembled on it, as shoim in Fig. I7,

The input gates make the output of the tape reader compatible with the input

to the system.
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The two aoitter followors on board 5, one of the emitter followers on

board 10, two of the type C flip flops on board 11, six of the inverters on

board 12, and board 13, form the "housekeeping" olrctdtiy. The Vpe C flip

flops effect the timed sequence of control pulses. Ihe sequence can be

d«Bonstrated with the aid of an osoillosoope by means of the three test

points u, and w.

Ihe Indl'vldual boards were tested by applying the appropriate infmt

voltages to the terminals and noting the reactions at the output terminals,

OLrmdt Operation

the olrotdt operation is easily understood by referring to the printed

circuit board layout diagrams already shown. After the three bit axis code

is in the instruction register, the master clock pulse appears at M. A

•ignal on L sets the type A fHp flop to Q condition. A coincidence signal

will then appear at q at each clock pulse time. Two sequences will be

propogated.

One pulse sequence wHI pass R, coincide with the static decoded axis

signal and activate the drive motor circuit pulse wise. This will cause

the motor to step one unit of rotation for each pulse. Simultaneously, a

second pulse sequence will pass p and then be counted by the reverse counter.

This will continue till the counter counts down to a condition of all

stages aero in each of the six bits, this oondiUon will be sensed by the

"And" gate. Ihe "And" gate will give a signal at q, turning off the master

clock, and another at P, which Initiates the sequence illustrated in the

timing diagram shown in Fig. 18. The timing diagram has time along the

horizontal axis and activities along the vertical axis.
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Movement

Tap© Advance —J-

X 4. 4.. Active
Instruction —

Inhibit

Dimension
Active

-T^.

Inhibit

Master Clock Pulses

A A

1

1 ;

i iA

T'

|A A
,

4

T- •

^ — .

litv-IJ

A Reset flip flops

/I\
Set flip flops

/\ Flip flops count down to zero

Fig, 18. Timing diagram.



The inatruotion and dimension ciroultries have two states—active and

inhibit. Referring to Fig. 18, the tape is first advanced, and then the

instruction and dimension circuitries are inhibited. The flip flops in

the instruction circuitzy are reset and the circuitry is activated. Next,

the flip flops of the instruction circuitry are set and the circuitry is

inhibited. The tape is advanced, after which, the flip flops in the

dimension circuitry are reset and the circuitry activated. These flip

flops are then set and the master clock is turned on. When the flip flops

of the dimension circuitry count down to zero, the tape is advanced, Hie

flip flops of the instruction circuitey are reset and the circuitry is

once again inhibited,

Kma. SUPPLIES

The main povrer supply for the unit consists of twin regulated power

supplies, as shown in Fig. 19. One power transformer with two isolated

secondary windings is employed. The regulating circuits are isolated from

a (Chassis ground. One of the power suj^lies is used for the positive supply

with its negative terminal conBHon with the positive terminal of the other

power supply, which is used for the negative supply. One set of motors

and a switching system are used.

Ihe layout diagrams indicate the absolute maximum permissible voltages.

The circuits have been found to operate reliably with the voltages 15/i

below the indicated values. Recommended values are 5^ below the indicated

values. The drcxiit diagrams for the special voltages, shown in Figs. 20

and 21 , are exceptions to these r«iiarks. The k8 volt negative supply may

vary by 10^. The 15 volt positive supply, the 13 volt and 8 volt negative
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supplies* srs regraated by Zenar dlodos. The 18 volt negAtlre supply Is not

regulated and deliberately swings as It Is the energy source for the driving

sotor* These special voltages wore found neoessaxy to prevent oonmon mode

current disturbance In the logical circuitry. They serve the driver ampli-

fier circuitry exclusively.

The indicator lights require an 80 volt negative supply. Ihe circuit

diagram for the 80 volt negative supply is shown in Pig, 22.

All the power supplies mentioned above are assaoibled on a single chassis,

17 inches long, 11 inches wide, and 3 inches deep. The 2N 1375 transistors

are mounted on transistor sockets. Resistors, diodes and capacitors are

assembled on terminal strips. Photographs of the chassis, as viewed from

above and below, are shown in Figs. 23 and 24^, respectively. The Ixxllcator

light bulbs are sensitive and so, a voltage regxilating switch for the 80

volt negative supply is provided at the rear of the chassis,
^ V •• -''%.'•

i
' ' : ' ; (.

DIGIMOTOR DSIVBRS •

The power amplifier drotdt for a dlgimotor is rtiown in Fig. 25.

Three of these circuits, one for each asds, are built on a chassis 17 inches

long, 11 inches wide and 3 inches deep. Photographs of this chassis, as

viewed from above and below, are shown in Figs, 26 and 27, repseotively.

The transistors are mounted on transistor sockets. Resistors, diodes and

capacitors are assembled on terminal strips. The special voltages shown in

Figs. 23 and 24 are used exclusively for the power aaqjllfler circuits.
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w • adv

Pig. 23. Photograph of the power supplies chassis, as viewed
from above.
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Fig. Zk, Photograph of tho powor supplies aha*ais, &s viewed
trom. below.

*,
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Fig 25. Circuit diagram of the digimotor drivers,
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Fig. 26. Photograph of the power amplifier chasses, as viewed
tram, above.
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Fig. 27. Photogmph of tha power Mipllfiw ohassis, as viewd
fraa below.
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WIRINQ AND ASSEMBir

Hie nuBsrioal control •qolpment is asseabled In a single cabinet 36

inohes high, 22 inohes wide and 15 inohes deep. Figures 28 and 29 show

photographs of the data plotter and the entire numerical control equipoient,

as viewed from the front and the rear, respectively. For oonrenienoe, the

front panel is divided into four parts.

Th& top portion of the front panel consists of a transparent plastic

cover to facilitate viewing of the printed circuit boards. The terminal

ends of the boards are inserted into sockets mounted on a rack, as in the

photograph shown in fig. 30. Insulated wires are soldered to pins projecting

from the sockets. This method of mounting the boards was found to be very

convenient. Wires going from pins to the same point are laced together.

The two indicator boards are mounted parallel to and behind the front

panel, just below the rack of printed circuit boards. The indicator lights

project out of the front panel throu^ rubber gromets. T*et points u and v

are provided to the left of the indicator lighta, and test point w and point

X (+13 volts) are provided to the right of the indicator lights. The seven

lights on the left half of the top row are for the dimension circuitry.

The extreme left lignts on the right half of the display indicate "Start"

and "Stop*. Ihe other six lights on the right half of the top row are for

the instrucUon circuitry. The extreme left light on the second row indicates

zero count, the next light indicates "No connecUon", and the next five

lights are for the counUng circuitry. The second and third lights on the

right half of the second row indicate "Clockwise" and "AnUclookwise" rotation,

respecUvely. Ihe fourth light indicates "Tape advance". The next three

lights indicate "Read", "Dimension" and "InstrucUon" inhibits, respective]^.



Pig* 28, Fhotogra|di of the nuasrioal control aqulpment, as vlawod
fnm the front, «lth the data plotter placed on top of It.



^

flgt 29* Photograph of the mmerloal control equiposnt, as vlmred
from the rear, nith the data plotter placed on top of it.
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W • HdV

Fig. JO, Photograph of the raok of printed olrouLt boards*



the diglmotor driver amplifier chassis is attached to the portion of the

front panel below the indicator lights* The top left part of this portion of

the front panel has the seven tape reader contact switches. The circuit

diagram for the tape reader contacts is shown in 51g. 31 • The "On" and "Off"

switches, the manual-auto switches for livpat, stepping and tape advance, the

two pole» five throw, switch for the clock rate and mode selection, and the

frequency regulating knob are motinted below the tape reader contact switches.

The manual~auto ii^nit controls power to the input gates. The circuitry for

the manual-auto switch of the tape reader advance is shown in Fig. 32.

Ihe power supply chassis is attached to the bottom portion of the front

panel. The meters and the knobs for voltage regulation are mounted on this

portion of the front panel. The positive 15 volts, and the negative 10, Zk

and 80 volt supplies can be regulated,

.;^ ^
DATA PLOTTER

The two lead screws were the key elements in the design of the data

plotter. They had to be fairly light in order to be operated by the digi-

motors. At the same time a fast lead was required. T^e method of trans-

mitting motion from each screw rod to the collar was also an important

factor, ilultlple start threads were considered impractical because of

oonstruotion problems. Bearing these factors in mind, it was decided to

have a square thread, with a pitch of l/^", on each rod, with a collar

eliding on the rod, motion being transmitted to the collar by means of a set

screw in the thread. Size 3, bidirectional, 28 volts D.C. (21 40 ampere turns

at 20*^0) Ledex digiraotors, with twelve steps per revolution, are used. The

pulse times will allow accurate operation on pure friction loads as long as

the diglmotor la operated within temperature limits specified and with a
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Fig. 31 . Circuit diagram of the tape reader advance.
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10 K

loK

-loV

Fig, 32. CircTxLt diagram of the tape reader contacts.
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detent setting of 5 to 6 oz.-in. The tiao Undt for intepmittent stepping

is 2 to 3 BcLnutes. Loads up to 10 os.-in* o«n be detented If lo«d is not

pure friction and if detent setting is ohanged. The equipnent has been found

to operate with fair reliability at a speed of 15 steps per second or 75 rpm.

The inoreaaental notion per step = Pitoh
Wtnaoer of itepfl p*5* MVilTlTHdii

a L jr 1—

- fr inoh

Axial notion per seoond rr x 15 * ^ inoh

A photograph of the data plotter is shown in Fig. 33. Dimensional

draMings of the various parts of the data plotter are shown in Pigs. 3^^ to 42.

Design of Set Sorew

It was decided to make the ndninun diaaeter of each set screw equal to

the width of the square groove, 1/8". Ihe shear stress produced in the set

screw fay a torque of 10 02.*in. or 5/8 lb.>in. « 16 (Torque)

(Least dia8ieter)3

«16x^x_L_
^ (0.125)3

» 1630 psi

The maxiraua shear stress developed in the set screw is well within

allowable limits.

Design of Screw Rod
\'

~
' '^'

The diameter of each screw rod was chosen as 1/2 inch.

Mean diameter of the screw rod » 3/8 inch.
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APR . 64

fig* 33* Photograph of the data plotter.
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Fig. 37. Sketch of the first collar.
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Fig. ^0. Sketch of a bearing for the first screw rod.
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Fig. ^1 . Sketch of the bearing for the second screw rod.
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Fig. ^2. Sketch of a bearing for the guide rod.



Hoot diaaieter of the sorew rod » l/^ Inoh*

Weight of the first screw rod « X [(|)2(18) •
(i)^(1)) (0.28)

.... « 0.56 lb.

Weight of the seoond sorw rod « ^ [(^)^(18) + (i)^(^) + (^)^(i-)] (0.28)

?u:; ,::;.:cs^- « 0.56 lb.

Weight of the bearing supporting the digiootor end of the second sorev

rod«[l|x|xl^lxixl-^(i)2(|).i(^)2(|)] (0.28)

« 0.10 lb.

Weight of each collar « fl x 1 x ^ - -2- (1)2(1)1 (0.28)

« 0.60 lb.

Weight of the guide rod for seoond eoUar = ^ [(1)^(18) + (-l)^ (1)] (0.28)

« 0.22 lb.
'

Wei^t of each diglmotor =0.66 lb.

Weight of the solenoid » 0.28 lb.

fViotional torque on squaz>e thread « •^ (

—

'^.^Afk)

trtiere W » total weight acting on the thread

d ** mean diameter of sorew rod

A* coefficient of friction (assumed to be 0.15) anl

and 1 = lead of screw.

W is nuudaum when the collars are closest to the diglisotors.

*. W « 2(0.60) + 0.66 + 0.10 + ko.56) + i<0,22) + 0.28
.;•:

" . ' -. * 2 ^

« 2.63 lb.

PriLctional torque on the tharead of the first screw rod

-^(0.15) (|)4
2.63 X

I
X
I

» 0.19 Ib.-in,

.^(^)-(0.l5)(i)



RrtLetional torque on bearings «/^W »

W 0.56 + 0.56 + 2(0.60) + 0.66 + 0.10 + 0.22 + 0.28 « 3.58 lb.

RriotionAl torque on bearings « 0.I5 x 3»58 x
I"
x r « 0.0? Ib.-ln.

Torque due to Inertia « lu

i»here I « polar Boment of inertia

and " = angular veloeitgr of rotation.

328

« 0.002 in.^

» 2"^ X 100

60

a 10*5 radians per second, assuming a speed of 100 rpm. Torque due to

inertia " 0.002 x 10*5

« 0.02 Ib.-ln. •

Total maxiiaum toi-iue required « 0.19 + 0.0? + 0.02 « 0.23 Ib.-in.

I}ie oapaoil^ of the digiaotor with detent « 6 os.-in*

- 0.375 Ib.-ln.

Henoe, the design is safe.

Construotlon

The square threads on the sorew rods were out on a thread milling naohine.

The data plotter is mounted on a wooden board 2 feet long, 2 feet wide and

3/^ inch thick. The first digimotor is mounted in a oomer of the board.

The first screw rod is st^ported by beiodngs mounted on the board. The second

digimotor is mounted on an aluminum platform screwed to the collar riding on

the first wstm* rod. The digimotor end of the second screw rod is supported

by a bearing mounted on the same platform, Ihe other end of this screw rod is
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supported by a block that slldas along a plain rod supported bgr bearings

mounted on the board. All the bearings are brased to their bases. The

solenoid is fixed to a strip of aluodnua screwed to the second oollar. The

second collar is held in position by a nild steel strip sliding on a plain

rod that ooves with the second sorew rod. The oore of the solexioid is held

up by a spring. When the solenoid is magnetised, the oore is attracted

down. The pen also comes down with the core and wakea a mark on a sheet of

paper affixed to the board.

APPLICATIOHS

Applioation of this equipment offers a wide range of use. It is specially

designed for purposes of demonstration. The equipment can be operated either

manually or automatically. Optimum time methods are not employed in the design

in order to create a better teaching device. As an example, the tape is

advanced while the mechanical movement is stopped.

The data plotter simulates a machine tool positioning table. A hole

punched in channel 3 of the tape will give the z-axis. A hole punched in

channel 2 of the tape gives the y-axis. A hole punched in each of channels

2 and 3 gives the x-axis. A hole punched in channel 1 gives rotation in

the counterclockwise direction. Rotation in the clockwise direction is

obtained if no hole is punched in channel 1

.

This numerical control equipment can be modified to control a three-

axis machine tool table. Further, ohazmels ^, 5 and 6 are not used in the

present setup, and are available for auxiliaiy functions like operating a

coolant puarp. The equipment is designed as an open loop aystwa. The open

loop can be converted to a closed loop, if desired.
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POTORB OF MOMERICAL CONTROL

In A littls more than a d«oad«, numarloal control has b«oom» a vld«ly

appllod production tool. Hore than two thousand numerloally controlled

naohine tools aro In operation now. This oonoopt has rcvolutionizod the

pcraotios of metalworking. Industry is doing considorabls res^aroh in tha

fiald of nuiaorioal control.

Manor of the developoients in mmerical control are the result of research

projects urulertaken by a number of ooapanies. The Lucas Division of New

Britain Machine C<»apaiior, Cleveland, has developed a horizontal spindle,

continuous path, universal contouring and boring machine that has five

simultaneously controlled axes of notion and two alternatives, thus providing

control of seven axss of motion (13)« The Numerical Cosnaand System, developed

by Space Ships Incorporated, achieves accura<5r and reliability without costly

MHOiy devices (1^). After the initial command tape is recorded on magnetic

tape from a general purpose computer, solid state motor controls are elec-

tronically planned with high-audio tape. A naaerical control system developed

by BMI in England predicts a fault in data tape before data goes into machine

control, by comparing the next information to be put in with the last supplied,

and stops the machine if the path is not smooth (3). TomeUo, an electronic

^st«a having a torque sensing device that feeds cutting data to a computer

which instantly sends speed-feed instructions to the tool, was developed by

Norair Engineers and Dyna 5!yst«as Incorporated (6). This results in an

optimum cutting torque at all times. The Fuji Communication Apparatus

Manufacturing Compar^y, Japan, has provided for automatic compensation for ai^

cutter radius up to 80 mm, in a numerical control ^stem (12). The same input
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tape oontrols roughing and finishing outs vith different sieed cutters. Also,

the ^stem oan generate nale and female vorkpieoes froo the sane tape. Japanese

nomerioal oontrol systems use parsaetrons (16). A paraaetron is a devioe that

replaces electronic tubes and transistors. It is almost unaffected b/

t^nperature. However, the response of eleotronio tubes and transistors is

faster than that of parametrons. Traoer and nuoerioal eontarols have been

ctMnbined in a lathe developed in Japan.

A nsMT oonoept, known as adaptive control, is being developed by the

Bendix Corporation (1). Adaptive oontrol is a sjrstem that oan adapt feeds

and speeds to changing process conditions in order to attain and fflaintain

the best level of performance of a machine tool. Numerical oontrol does not

t$k» into account the changes in mac^ning conditions. Ihe adaptive con^?ol

system would supplanent the dimensional numerical oontrol feedback loop by

an additional loop around the toolowork interface. Tool life, surfaoe finish

and aocurapy oan be inrproved.

Hie elements of an adaptive oontrol system for a numerically controlled

machine tool are shown in Pig. ^3. Ihe tape reader gives coBsaands to the

vm»fi.eaCL oontrol aystem. The servo drives position the machine slxbb to

generate the required contour. Information on machine slide positions is fed

back bsr transducers.

In the adaptive control part of the system, sensors coupled close to the

cutting point measure the tool-tip temperature, spindle torque ani tool

Vibration, and feed this Information to the adaptive controller. The data-

redttotlon subsystem converts this infoiwation into signals representative of

actual performance factors. It is also fed speed and feed data from the numerical

oontrol system, and constants relating to constraint limits, width and depth
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of out, and tool wear. IVo analog output signals oorresponding to notal-

ronoval and tool-wear rates, and a nunber of on/off signals to keep within

predetermined limits various aspeots of aaohine perforaianoe, are generated

by this sub^jrstenu

The performance ooraputer then generates a quantity oalled the figure of

merit, indioating overall machine performance* The figure of merit, H, in

«tt* in* per dollar or minute, is given by the equation

H « ffi^ .I..

^MiillJ^, (TWR)

where W3. = metal-removal rate in ou* in* per minute

K^ * maohine overhead in dollars per minute , ; ^
Kg a tool-change cost in dollars

T tool-change downtime in minutas

W » maximum allowable wear land on tool in in*

WR « tool-wear rate in in* per minute

and B «» constant between and 1.

If the value of B is 1 , the oriterlon is maohining cost and H is in

jfttt, in* per dollar. If the value of B is 0, the criterion is production rate,

E^ factors out, and H is in ou* in* per minute* Interaediate values of B

-Msult in a o(»tpromise between cost and produotion rate*

Ihe optioination ocMputer then adjusts the feed and speed values to obtain

;the beat value of H. The computer makes small changes in feed and speedy

notes the effeots of the changes, then predicts the general direotion in

>:9rtiidi better perfozmance lies, and makes a greater change in feed and speed

in this direotion* This optlmissing strategy is known as the method of
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steepest asoent. Ihs small and greater changes are repeated until no further

Improvement results*

bhuaerloal control is finding never and more applLeations with tho passage

of time. But there probably will be no major change in the numerioal control

Qjrstem except for additional proTPisions for correction signals from the

adaptive controller. The adaptive control ^stem is still in its initial

stages of developaent. Adj^tive control may well be the next fozm of

automation.
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Ihaaario&l control of ntaohlne tools Is simply the oontzvl of BAofaliM

tools by nuBibars. It Is an efflolent means of reading blueprints and

translating the data Into a series of machine positions. The objeot of

this projeot was to build a numericalljr controlled data plotter for

instructional purposes. Ihe basic numerical control sysUao. used here was

designed at the Southern Methodist UniversiV* ^^aUAS* Texas, under a

National Sdence Foundation Grant, to oontrol a three-ajds machine tool

table. That design has been modified here to oontrol a two-axis data

plotter* the third axis bcdUig used to oontrol the motion of a pen.

A punched tape, prepared with the aid of a FViden Flexowriter, is

fed to a tape reader located on the Flexowriter. The instruction tape determines

the axis selected and its direction. Ihe instmction circuitry transmits

the information to the dlglmotor drivers and Initiates tape advance. The

second tape frame, which is the dimension frame, determines the distance to

be moved in terms of the number of pulses. The dimension is set in the

dimension counter and subsequently the master clock enters the co;mter.

The counter employs a backward count logic. The digimotors convert pulses

into linear motion. The end point is reached when all counter stages are

aero. This zero condition stops movement and counting, turns off the

master clock, activates the "reset" circuitry, and initiates tape advance

and a nvn cycle*

In all, seventeen printed circuit boards have been used in the con-

struction of the electronic circuitry. The boards are made with Kepro

jdiotosensitlve copper clads. Standard transistors, diodes, capacitors

aiKi resistors have been used in the circuitry. The terminal ends of the

printed olreult boards are inserted into sockets mounted on a rack.



The sudn pomr supply for the equipment &nd the circuitry for the special

oltages are built on a single chassis. The three digimotor drivers are

built on another chassis*

The entire eqtdpaent is assetodbled in a single cabinet. The rack of

printed droult boards is aounted at the top of the cabinet. The indicator

lights for the various parts of the circuitry are displayed on the front

panel, just below the rack. The oanual-^uto switches for li^t, stepping

ani tape advance, the on and off sirltehes, the frequency control knob, and

the two pole, five throw, switch for clock rate and mode selection, are

mounted on the front panel Just below the indicator UL^ts* The driver

amplifier chassis is attached to the rear of this portion of the trent panel.

The meters and the knobs for voltage regulation are mounted on the bottom

portion of the front panel. The power supply chassis is attached to the rear

of this portion of the panel.

The data plotter consists of two screws at rl^t angles to each other,

each driven by a digimotor. The second diginotor is mounted on a collar

riding on the first screw rod. A solenoid, mounted on a collar riding on

the second screw rod, actuates a pen. Ifotlon is transmitted to the collars

from the acanm rods by means of set screws.

Application of this equipment offers a wide range of use. It can be

modified to control a three-axis machine tool table. Further, three of the

Mfven channels are not used in the present setup, and are available for

auxiliary functions. This equipment is intended for demonstratlonal

purposes and so, from the iiklustrlal point of view, is not very efficient.


